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Pink Shark Music - Submission Guidelines 
 

1. Please re-title your tracks with a UNIQUE name for PSM 
 

2. When re-titling, use our format as shown in below example: 
 
Hot Summer Nights Full Mix  
Hot Summer Nights Bass and Drums 
Hot Summer Nights No Melody  
Hot Summer Nights No Piano  
And so on.  
Please avoid using symbols such as _&( ) –][ 
Please do not use double space 
 
To summarize “Track Name Mix Version” 
 
GOOD: 
 
Full Mix, No Drums, Bass and Drums, No Bass, No FX, No Synths, No Perc, No Lead, No Horns, No 
Guitar, Only Strings  
 
BAD: 
 
nO FX, drum n bass, NO GTR, main mixx, no guit, No Drums & Bass. 
 

3. File Format: 
 
We only accept high-quality uncompressed audio (WAV or AIF). Thank you! 
 

 
4. Splits: 

 
Make sure to include a simple text file or excel metadata containing your PRO split in the 
following format: 
 
Full Name (PRO) Split % [IPI#] | Full Name (PRO) Split % [IPI#], 
 
Example: 
 
John Marsh (BMI) 50% [123456789] | Dane Cook (ASCAP) 50% [234567890] 
 
If you have tracks with different co-writers, please submit each of them separately in a separate 
email. A separate email for each co-writer's tracks. 
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5. Some Tech Stuff: 
 

- Let the track end naturally and “Sting Out” with room to spare. 
- Make sure your track is properly mastered, not clipping or distorting, nor is is too soft 

(low RMS level) 
- Let each Sub Mix/Alt Mix version be the same length as the original. Do not cut silence. 
- Please include 6 – 10 tracks per submission. Try to go for at least 10 tracks of the same 

style and genre, it will make your tracks go into the system and start working for you 
faster. Create separate folders for each style/genre. 

 
6. ONLY send music to submissions@pinksharkmusic.com with a mention of your full 

name in the email subject. 
 
 
P.S. 
 
When burning Alt Mixes/Sub Mixes: 
Try to use as many combinations as possible. For example, instead of exporting only these type 
of versions: No Effect / No Lead / No Pad, which are totally fine, try to also combine them. For 
example, export a version which is: ‘No Effect No Lead’ or ‘No Pad No Lead’. This way you will 
have much greater chance of getting a placement. 
 
 
 
 
 


